
Chapter 1285 Blood Demon Seal

While David was swinging his arms in the air, a huge red mark was formed. “Even if I 
have to sacrifice all I have, I’ll kill you!” David’s expression darkened as the red mark 
glowed brighter and brighter.
“Has David gone mad? How could he start burning his own blood essence?” “I think 
David knows that’s the only way he could stand a chance against Jared!”
“True. Since there’s nothing else he could do, I think David wants to die with Jared.”
The crowd was surprised when they saw what David was doing.
After all, it was not easy for a person to cultivate and become a Martial Arts Marquis. In 
order to become a legendary Martial Arts Marquis like David, the journey was even 
tougher.
Hence, most people would not want to burn their own blood essence that they had 
spent their lives cultivating.
“That’s David’s Blood Demon Seal! He’s using his blood essence to summon a blood 
demon for battle!”
“But if he uses this magecraft, he’ll either die or become incapacitated.”
“Jared is in trouble, it seems.”
The ones who recognized the magecraft David had utilized made their comments.
When the others heard it, they all widened their eyes and watched closely. None of them
wanted to miss out on such an epic battle.
Upon seeing the red mark on David’s hands growing brighter, Jared furrowed his brows 
slightly. Somehow, I can feel the deadly aura inside that mark. It’s as if there’s an evil 
demon inside there, waiting to strike.
Soon, the red mark grew increasingly bigger. In the end, the marking became so bright 
that it became a mirror.
Inside it, there was a beast with a mouthful of teeth, and it was roaring.
The crowd was in disbelief. No one had ever seen David utilizing the Blood Demon Seal.
“I’m willing to sacrifice my blood. Please give me unlimited power!” David shouted at the
beast in the marking.
Suddenly, the beast broke the marking and charged out of it.
The crowd was frightened. The timid ones had even run away.
There was blood dripping from the beast’s body, and it was exuding a terrifying aura. 
Consequently, the people at the scene were having difficulty breathing.



“Kill him!” David pointed at Jared. He then bit the tip of his finger and flicked a drop of 
blood onto the beast’s forehead.
Roar!
After letting out a road, the beast glared at Jared.
The next instant, it flew into the sky before charging at the man.
Boom!
With its huge body, the beast made its way toward Jared.
The smell of blood and the murderous aura filled the air. The beast then leaped into the 
air again and brought upon a tornado filled with the stench of blood. With no hints of 
stopping, the tornado charged at Jared.
Compared to the beast, Jared’s body looked incredibly tiny.
While Jared was looking at the giant beast, his body was constantly glowing. The 
draconic essence in his body was unleashing the Power of Dragons.
Jared then gathered the Power of Dragons, unleashing it at once.
The Power of Dragons formed a golden dragon, and the dragon was circling above 
Jared’s head.
When the crowd saw that, they were once again stupefied.
As the beast was charging toward Jared, the dragon on top of his head let out a roar 
before charging at the beast.
Everyone could see that the golden dragon had slightly startled the beast when it was 
charging toward the latter.
Boom!
Eventually, the golden dragon crashed into the beast.
In a split second, loud blasts sounded as the earth quaked.
The energy generated when the golden dragon crashed into the beast was nothing two 
Martial Arts Marquises could ever generate.


